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Contribution

•Sparse coding scheme for accurate light field depth estimation with multiple depth layers

• Idea: explain EPI patches as sparse linear combinations of atoms with known disparity:

• estimate set of lower dimensional generators from center view
• lift each generator element to EPI space according to a set of disparities
• sparsely encode every EPI patch with the resulting set of atoms
• analyze sparse coding coefficients to estimate final patch disparities

Applications

•Robust depth estimation

•Depth estimation of multiple layers with different depth

Light fields and epipolar plane images (EPIs)
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Light field: regular grid of views, identical cameras with parallel optical axes,

parametrized with view coordinates (s, t) and image coordinates (x, y).

2D EPIs: horizontal slices with fixed (x, s) or vertical slices with fixed (t, y).

Projection of a 3D point: line on an EPI, whose orientation corresponds to disparity.

Superimposed layers (reflections or tranparent objects): two super-imposed orientations.

Dictionary construction

Key idea: each atom corresponds to a unique disparity

Generators (blue)

Generators are patches in the center view, obtained from dictionary learning or PCA.

Choice of different formats: 1D, crosshair and 2D patches, resulting in 2D and 4D dictionary

elements. In our experience, 1D generators (i.e. 2D atoms) work best.

Dictionary atoms (red)

The Generators are shifted according to a discrete set of disparities. The generators are

larger than the atoms - i.e. the shifted generator (yellow) must be cropped to yield the final

atom (red).

The complete dictionary D

For each combination of disparity label and generator we generate one dictionary element.
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Sparse coding for disparity estimation

Each EPI patch is encoded as a sparse linear combination of the atoms,

argmin
αi∈Rk

{
1

2
‖xi −Dαi‖22 + λ ‖αi‖1

}
, ∀1 ≤ i ≤ n, (1)

Idea: analysis of the coefficient distribution should give information about depth layers.

Lambertian surfaces: one disparity layer

Sparse coding coefficents are pooled into groups with the same disparity. A single Gaussian is

fitted to the data, after which we perform variational smoothing on the mean values, weighted

with the standard deviation of the Gaussian.

We also use a statistical test for two-peakedness of a distribution, and embed the score

into a binary segmentation problem to obtain a mask for possible two-layered regions.

Twin peaks: two disparity layers

In the candidate regions for the presence of two layers, we fit a two-component GMM to

the distribution of coefficients. Starting from the two means and their midpoint, we iteratively

optimise over the separation point and the two disparities in a variational framework.
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Experiments

MSE for single-layer datasets from the HCI benchmark [4]

lightfield EPI C EPI G ST S ST G DL (this) IDL [2]

buddha 0.55 0.62 0.78 0.90 0.57 0.37
buddha2 0.87 0.89 1.05 0.68 1.08 0.72
horses 2.21 2.67 1.85 1.00 3.26 1.31
medieval 1.10 1.24 0.91 0.76 0.84 0.87
monasRoom 0.82 0.93 1.05 0.79 0.65 0.48
papillon 2.52 2.48 2.92 3.65 1.85 1.40
stillLife 2.61 3.37 4.23 4.04 2.95 3.00
couple 0.16 0.19 0.24 0.30 0.42 0.33
cube 0.82 0.87 0.51 0.56 0.51 0.49
maria 0.10 0.11 0.11 0.11 0.11 0.10
pyramide 0.38 0.39 0.42 0.42 0.48 0.39
statue 0.29 0.35 0.21 0.21 0.62 0.24

average 1.04 1.18 1.19 1.12 1.11 0.81

EPI C Structure tensor orientation estimate with consistent occlusion regularization
EPI G Structure tensor orientation cost volume with globally optimal labeling
ST S Stereo cost volume with variational smoothing
ST G Stereo cost volume with globally optimal labeling
DL Proposed sparse coding scheme
IDL Proposed scheme with improved dictionary (from our upcoming publication [2])

Accuracy for different types of generator patches
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Two-layer datasets captured with a plenoptic camera (Lytro Illum)

center view and mask estimated disparity maps layer separation [1]
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Evaluation on two-layer datasets with disparity ground truth

center view detected mask (ours) disp. object (ours) disp. reflection (ours) disp. object [3] disp. reflection [3]

MSE 0.0106 MSE 0.0062 MSE 0.0036 MSE 0.0137

MSE 0.0489 MSE 0.032 MSE 0.5657 MSE 0.0961


